
In simple terms 'In Register' means that the tampered message 'OPENED' sits within the blue label area

and will always appear as multiple complete words. By comparison, you can see in the picture on the

right that most Tamper Evident Labels adopt a wallpaper style tamper message, which makes it very

easy to replicate and produce them on a mass scale. 

HI-TACK ADHESIVE
Means that Label Lock™ labels will void on almost any surface; many more than standard ‘security’ materials.

THE PREMIER BRAND OF TAMPER EVIDENT SECURITY PRODUCTS
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WHAT MAKES LABEL LOCK™ SO SPECIAL?

IN-REGISTER TAMPER MESSAGE

HANDY DISPENSER BOX:

Label Lock™ Labels are sold in bespoke, protective dispenser

boxes containing 250 labels on a reel. This results in easier storage

and a lot less wastage. The labels always remain inside the

protective box which prevents unnecessary loss and protects them

against damage.

SEMI-TRANSPARENT MATERIALS
Meaning you can see through the label, which prevents anyone from trying to put a new label over the

'opened' remains of the old one
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CLEAR BORDER CONTAINING TEXT 

Our unique clear border design with text makes it virtually impossible for anyone to fraudulently replicate

or try to replace the seal without leaving some evidence. A standard void label can be copied very easily

and in many ways. One example is by importing readily available security materials cut to size and then

simply overprinting them. This isn't possible with Label Lock™!

SUB-SURFACE NUMBERING:
Means the numbers can't be changed without voiding the

label itself. Every number is recorded by us, so we know

when it was made and who it was made for

or 'Receipt' labels are available in no-

residue so an audit trail  can be created

easily - no need to rely on hand-copied

numbers.

COUNTERPARTS


